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Civil War and Reconstruction 
Governors of Mississippi 
Project
Is a partnership between the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, the 
Mississippi Digital Library, and the University of Southern Mississippi, directed by 
Dr. Susannah J. Ural
Background
• Expanded on similar projects
• Proof of concept
• Grant funded, NEH, NHPRC, Watson Brown 
Foundation, The Dale Center for the Study of 
War and Society
• Funding began 2019
• Hired Austin in June 2020
• Launched in June 2021
Scope
• Nine Administrations, 1859-1882
• John J. Pettus: 1859-1863
• John Marshall Stone: 1876-1882
• 20,000+ documents upon completion











Regional Collections with 
National Significance
• Voices of diverse people across categories of race, class, gender, politics, 
and allegiance from secession through to early Jim Crow:
• Military Subjects
• Wartime correspondence, planning, and innovation.
• Issues and experiences of the common soldier and sailor.
• Military families, aid societies, poverty, and struggles on the home front.
• Disabled veterans, disease, and medical history.
• African American Experiences
• Emancipation and the fight for citizenship, representation, and inclusion.
• African American military service.
• Loyalty and Dissent
• Unionist voices and draft resistance.
• Mississippians serving in the United States Army and Navy.
• Violence, crime, and insurrection.
• Unprecedented Access and Usability
• Place-based education and lesson plans for K-12 educators.
• Free digital access, searchability, annotations, transcriptions, and 




• Remote Metadata Training
• Laying a foundation: training video series.
• Three videos covering what metadata is and step-by-step metadata creation using CWRGM 
Metadata Guidelines and MDAH calendars in Google Sheets.
• Review and demonstration: live group Zoom session.
• Review/application of video series content by collaboratively writing first metadata record as 
a group.
• Group critique of a pre-written metadata record.
• Introduction, demonstration, and tips for Library of Congress Authorities.
• First solo metadata records + volunteers for group feedback.
• Hands-on practice and individualized feedback: first metadata assignments.
• Assigning each student 10-15 documents with deadline for submission.
• Close review of each student's completed drafts with notes, encouragement, answers to 
questions, and necessary revisions.
• Repeat notes/revisions process for first 20-30 documents until student feels comfortable with 
metadata basics, LC Authorities, and relevant resources.




• Some students cycle on and off the project.
• New students in Spring, Summer, and Fall.
• 21 students total trained on metadata so far.
• New students need to be trained and brought up to speed.
• Metadata training video series offers a foundation to bring each 
student up to a base level.
• LC Authorities Reference Lists.
• Google Workspace demonstration.
• Remote Team Communication
• Weekly metadata team meetings on Zoom.
• Team updates.
• Addressing questions and concerns—2-way conversation.
• Continued team development through demonstrations.
• Email and Slack.
• Metadata team Slack channel.
• Direct Message and email options if students are not 




• Don't assume that everyone is familiar with the tools or processes that you ask them 
to use.
• Recognize that students are, first and foremost, students.
• They will make mistakes.
• They will need extra guidance and help.
• They are limited in the number of hours that they can devote to the project.
• They will want (and deserve) some flexibility, time off, and leaves.












• Emails vs Chats vs Phone Calls
• Slack vs Teams












• Google Drive permissions
• Teams permissions
• How to set up organization system
• Singular location for image files (One 
Drive/Teams)
• Project support materials (Google Drive)
Lessons Learned
• Introduce each team member and their 
role in the project
• Designate an official communication
channel/method and stick with it
• If your preferred tool isn't working for 
the team, change it up.
• Establish singular way of identifying items
(line numbers vs identifiers vs titles etc)
• Assume everyone needs to learn the 
technology from scratch (including anything 
you might assume is "common 
knowledge")
• Use a technology with auto backup 
and restore
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Thank you!
Questions?
